CITY LEADS & EXPERTS

PORTLAND
City Lead: Thad Miller (ASU), Vivek Shandas (PSU)
Grad Fellows: Dana Hellman (PSU), David Morrison (ASU), Jane-Cordero Casillas (ASU)
Core Practitioner: Michele Crim (City of Portland)

SYRACUSE
City Lead: Cliff Davidson (SU)
Institutional Lead: Dave Chandler (SU)
Grad Fellow: Priyanka Rajashekar (SU)
Core Practitioner: Travis Glazier (Onondaga County)

PHOENIX
City Lead: Nancy Grimm (ASU)
Institutional Lead: Chuck Redman (ASU)
Postdoc Fellows: Nasir Ahmad (ASU), Matt Feagan (ASU), Yeowon Kim (ASU), Sam Markolf (ASU)
Grad Fellows: Yuliya Dzyuban (ASU), Philip Gilbertson (ASU), Alysha Helmrich (ASU), Rui Li (ASU)
Core Practitioner: Mark Hartman (City of Phoenix)

MEXICO CITY
City Lead: Hallie Eakin (ASU)

HERMOSILLO
Lead: Agustín Robles-Morua (ITSON)
Postdoc Fellow: Javier Navarro (ITSON)
Grad Fellow: Fernando Tandazo Bustamante (ITSON)
Core Practitioners: María Pefiufuri Soto, Eduardo Hinojosa Robles (IMPLAN)

NEW YORK CITY
City Lead: Timon McPhearson (TNS)
Institutional Leads: Bill Solecki (CUNY-Hunter College), Zoë Hamstead (UB), Rae Zimmerman (NYU)
Postdoc Fellow: Ahmed Mustafa (TNS)
Grad Fellows: Erin Friedman (CUNY-HC), Luis Ortiz (TNS)
Core Practitioner: Adam Parris (SRIJB)

BALTIMORE
City Lead: Emma Rosi (Cary Inst.)
Institutional Leads: Peter Groffman (Cary Inst./CUNY), Claire Welty (UMBC)
Postdoc Fellows: Marissa Matsler (Cary Inst.), Bernice Rosenzweig (CUNY-ASRC)
Core Practitioner: Kristin Baja (USDN)

MIAMI
City Leads: Tiffany Troxler (FIU), Rinku Roy Chowdhury (Clark U)
Institutional Lead: Evelyn Gaiser (FIU)
Postdoc Fellow: Allain Barnett (FIU)
Grad Fellow: Marbelys Garriga (FIU)
Core Practitioner: Elizabeth Wheaton (City of Miami Beach)

SAN JUAN
City Leads: Pablo Méndez-Lázaro (UPR-MC), Jennifer Santos-Hernández (UPR-RP)
Grad Fellows: Antonio de la Flor (UPR-MC), Jazmín Díaz (UPR-MC), Jailyn Soto Quintana (UPR-RP)
Core Practitioners: Ingrid Vila Biaggi (EPA), Fernando Abrufía (A&M Architects)

OTHER EXPERTS (NOT CITY SPECIFIC)
CLIMATE RESILIENCE CONSULTING
Organizational Lead: Joyce Coffee

GEORGIA STATE UNIVERSITY
Institutional Lead: David Iwaniec
Postdoc Fellow: Lelani Mannetti
Grad Fellow: Robert Lloyd

OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
Institutional Lead: Bahvik Bakshi

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES
Institutional Lead: David Eisenman

*Senior Fellow